
User Test Script: Summit App

Introduction to Participants



Hi, my name’s Maxine Dang.

I’d like to thank you for taking the time to speak with me. 

I’m currently working on a digital solution that allows hikers in BC to find and connect 
with each other so that they can meet and organize hiking events together.

The goal of this interview is to see if the app is working as intended. During this 
interview, you will be asked to complete a set of tasks. I encourage you to think aloud 
as you go and feel free to ask questions at any time.

Please be aware that there are no right or wrong answers. Your feedback will be very 
valuable to me and will be used to inform my design decisions. 

With your permission, I’d like to record this session.  The recording will only be used to 
help me in my research, and it won’t be shared with anyone. If you need a break or to 
stop at any time, please let me know.

Do you have any questions for me at this time?




Questions



Now you will have a prototype in front of you. 

A prototype means some features work and some features might not work. 

Your task as a new user is to find a hiking buddy and invite them to a hiking event

Let’s begin

 Is the home page what you expected to see from an app like this
 Imagine that you are trying to find a hiking buddy, how would you proceed
 I want you to describe what you see on each screen as you go
 Is the next page what you expected to see
 How do you feel about the amount of information on Hiker’s Profile Screen? Is there 

anything you would want to see on this screen that is not currently there? Is there 
any think you can do without

 You want to contact this hiker, how would you go about it
 Now that you’re on Patient Information screen, is this what u expected to find
 How do you feel about the process? Can you please elaborate
 Is there anything we can do to make the process easier? 




Wrap Up



Congratulations! You have finished the session. 

Thank you for taking the time to help me to test the app.

Do you have any question/ feedback for me at this time? 

Thank you and have a wonderful day!



